
      
November 3, 2017 

 
 
Mr. Brent J. Fields 
Secretary 
Securities and Exchange Commission  
100 F Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20549 
 

Re: Supplemental Comments on Investment Company Liquidity Risk Management 
Programs; Request for Delay (File No. S7-16-15) 

 
Dear Mr. Fields: 
 

The Investment Company Institute1 is writing to request that the Securities and Exchange 
Commission delay the compliance date of, and ease compliance with, the liquidity risk management 
program rule and its related reporting requirements.  This letter supplements our prior letter to SEC 
Chairman Clayton2 and provides additional support for our request.  In particular, we request that the 
SEC adjust the compliance schedule for the liquidity rule’s asset classification and related requirements 
as soon as possible, for the amount of time the SEC needs to ease compliance with the rule’s bucketing 

                                                             
1 The Investment Company Institute (ICI) is the leading association representing regulated funds globally, including mutual 
funds, exchange-traded funds (ETFs), closed-end funds, and unit investment trusts (UITs) in the United States, and similar 
funds offered to investors in jurisdictions worldwide.  ICI seeks to encourage adherence to high ethical standards, promote 
public understanding, and otherwise advance the interests of funds, their shareholders, directors, and advisers.  ICI’s 
members manage total assets of US$20.9 trillion in the United States, serving more than 100 million US shareholders, and 
US$6.6 trillion in assets in other jurisdictions.  ICI carries out its international work through ICI Global, with offices in 
London, Hong Kong, and Washington, DC. 
2 This letter is attached as Appendix A.  Letter from Paul Schott Stevens, President and CEO, Investment Company 
Institute, to The Honorable Jay Clayton, Chairman, Securities and Exchange Commission, dated July 20, 2017 (“2017 ICI 
Letter”), available at www.ici.org/pdf/liquidity_sec_clayton_ltr.pdf.  
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requirements, including through targeted rule amendments.3  At a minimum, the SEC should delay 
these requirements by at least one year, even if the SEC determines not to amend the rule.4  

 The requested compliance adjustments are justified and reasonable and well within the SEC’s 
discretion given (i) the lack of a statutory deadline for implementation of any aspect or component of 
the liquidity rule or any of its related reporting requirements; (ii) the limited nature of the requested 
compliance adjustments and absence of any risk of harm to the public from those adjustments; (iii) the 
impracticability of complying with the bucketing and related reporting requirements by December 1, 
2018 (the relevant compliance date for most funds); and (iv) the public interest in reexamining the 
requirements in light of their associated compliance burdens and limited utility.   

I. Evidence Supporting One-Year Delay 

The final liquidity rule is complex, and has no real antecedent in industry practice or regulation, 
either in the US or globally.  The rule’s asset classification, or “bucketing,” requirements have proven to 
be—by far—the most costly and vexing piece of the rule to implement, for the following reasons.   

 The rule would require funds to consider a number of complex and interrelated fund-, 
market-, trading-, and investment-specific factors and make judgment calls. 
 

 The rule would require funds to generate uniform output from these inputs, for reporting 
purposes. 
 

                                                             
3 For example, we continue to support the SEC amending Form N-PORT to eliminate public reporting, a topic we have 
discussed at length in our prior submissions.  See, e.g., 2017 ICI Letter at 3; Letter from David W. Blass, General Counsel, 
Investment Company Institute, to Brent J. Fields, Secretary, Securities and Exchange Commission, dated May 17, 2016, at 
6-7, available at www.sec.gov/comments/s7-16-15/s71615-141.pdf; and Letter from David W. Blass, General Counsel, 
Investment Company Institute, to Brent J. Fields, Secretary, Securities and Exchange Commission, dated January 13, 2016, 
at 26-29, available at www.sec.gov/comments/s7-16-15/s71615-54.pdf.  We also recognize that the SEC staff’s FAQ process 
may be another productive means of making certain of the rule’s bucketing and reporting requirements less burdensome.  If 
this avenue for relief is chosen with respect to certain aspects of the bucketing requirements, the fund industry still would 
need additional time to implement the rule.  
4 Our recommendations are consistent with those in the Treasury Department’s recent report entitled A Financial System 
That Creates Economic Opportunities: Asset Management and Insurance, available at www.treasury.gov/press-center/press-
releases/Documents/A-Financial-System-That-Creates-Economic-Opportunities-Asset_Management-Insurance.pdf.  With 
respect to the liquidity rule, the report states, “Treasury supports robust liquidity risk management programs and believes 
they are imperative to effective fund management and the health of the financial markets. For this reason, Treasury supports 
the 15 percent limitation on illiquid assets.  However, Treasury rejects any highly prescriptive regulatory approach to 
liquidity risk management, such as the bucketing requirement.  Instead, Treasury supports the SEC adopting a principles-
based approach to liquidity risk management rulemaking and any associated bucketing requirements.  Consistent with these 
recommendations, the SEC should take appropriate action to postpone the currently scheduled December 2018 
implementation of Rule 22e-4’s bucketing requirement.” 
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 Bucketing systems capable of doing these things are far from complete. 
 

 Systems likely will require several more months before they are mature enough for 
meaningful evaluation, testing, and all other necessary product- and firm-specific due 
diligence (which itself is a time-consuming process). 
 

 Fully integrating a multi-disciplinary rule of this nature (which affects and likely will 
require engagement of the portfolio management, risk, trading, compliance, legal, 
information technology, and operations functions) is an often overlooked, but vital, aspect 
to implementation. 

We have had extensive engagement with members on rule implementation, which has clearly 
demonstrated that a compliance delay is appropriate, for the reasons set forth below. 

First, in late September we surveyed members to learn more about (i) their ability to comply 
with the rule by the current compliance dates, and (ii) the one-time and ongoing costs they expect to 
incur to comply with the rule’s bucketing and reporting requirements.  The results from that survey 
provide a strong foundation for the Commission to determine that a delay is necessary and 
appropriate.5  According to the survey: 

 The large majority of respondents (91 percent) are considering working with vendors, and 
most will seek help with bucketing in particular.   
 

 The majority of respondents cited multiple areas in which vendors need to do additional 
work, including addressing gaps in asset coverage (90 percent); improving the quality of 
underlying methodologies (75 percent); improving the depth, breadth, and quality of data 
(72 percent); and improving the user interface/delivery of data (55 percent).   
 

                                                             
5 Survey results (together with a summary of the reasons for delay) are attached as Appendix B.  Simply walking through 
these survey results and Appendix B materials clearly demonstrates the need for and appropriateness of this delay.  Beyond 
the survey results, additional factors suggesting that even more time would be necessary and appropriate include: the 
unforeseeable challenges that will no doubt emerge in the coming months, given that hundreds of fund complexes will be 
performing due diligence on, and attempting to onboard, the same handful of vendors, at exactly the same time; the fund 
industry’s experience with onboarding vendors generally (see Appendix E); and the additional complications that sub-
advised funds face in implementing the rule. 
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 The large majority of respondents (73 percent) do not believe vendors’ offerings will be 
sufficiently mature to make an informed selection until 2018, with a substantial number 
believing this will occur in the second quarter of 2018 or beyond (37 percent).6 

Gaps in vendors’ asset coverage is a significant concern for fund complexes in selecting vendors.  
Collectively, the fund industry invests in millions of different investments, with some fund complexes 
investing in tens of thousands.  If a vendor does not provide full asset coverage for a fund complex, that 
fund complex either must hire multiple vendors to ensure coverage, or assume complete responsibility 
for uncovered, “hard to bucket” investments (under the rule each investment—no matter how small—
must be bucketed).   For instance, we understand that some vendors do not presently cover certain 
derivatives.7  This poses a major challenge for funds because the rule’s adopting release states that 
“bespoke complex derivatives or complex structured securities [ ] have such a range of liquidity 
characteristics that each position would need to be classified individually.”8  Thus, funds may not be 
able to avail themselves of the so-called “asset class” classification method for those investments where 
the practical need may be greatest. 

These delays are predictable, given the unique nature of the rule and its requirements. 
Moreover, the rule adopted in October 2016 (and its accompanying adopting release) was materially 
different from that proposed in 2015, making it hard for even the most creative and resourceful of 
vendors to get much of a “head start.”9  Both vendors and the fund industry are doing the best they can 
under an overly ambitious compliance timeline.  Therefore, our survey’s findings should not be 
interpreted as criticisms of vendors’ ultimate ability to assist the industry, or their commitment to 
doing so.   

                                                             
6 We recognize that, to some extent, “readiness” is in the eye of the beholder, and that vendors and the fund industry may 
have different assessments of whether and when vendors are or will be “ready.”  Appendix D contains questions the 
Commission and staff may wish to consider exploring with vendors, as you evaluate vendor readiness. 
7 Other investment types that we understand are currently uncovered by one or more vendors include asset-backed 
securities, mortgage-backed securities, preferred securities, bank loans, and to-be-announced (TBA) securities. 
8 Investment Company Liquidity Risk Management Programs, SEC Release No. IC–32315, 81 Fed. Reg. 82142 (Nov. 18, 
2016), at 82180, available at www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2016-11-18/pdf/2016-25348.pdf.  The inclusion of asset class 
classification in the final rule was a welcome addition, but Commission statements like this point to limitations on its 
practical application. 
9 See Open-End Fund Liquidity Risk Management Programs; Swing Pricing; Re-Opening of Comment Period for Investment 
Company Reporting Modernization Release, SEC Release No. IC-31835, 80 Fed. Reg. 62274 (Oct. 15, 2015), available at 
www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2015-10-15/pdf/2015-24507.pdf.  Unlike the final rule, the proposed rule included six 
buckets; did not permit asset class classification; included nine prescribed bucketing factors; contained a different price 
impact standard; and would have required a fund to assume liquidation of its entire portfolio, splitting individual 
investments across buckets if necessary.  We generally regard these changes in the final rule as positive, but they did require 
vendors to change course. 
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The survey also powerfully demonstrates that “vendor readiness” and “fund readiness” are not 
one and the same.  Rather, they are sequential—the former must precede the latter.  And as explained 
below, vendor readiness is but one factor for the Commission to consider in its deliberations regarding 
delay.   

From the point at which vendors’ offerings are sufficiently mature for fund complexes to make 
informed hiring decisions, it will take several months for fund complexes to select a vendor (most 
respondents (68 percent) believe this will take between 2 and 6 months), and several more months to 
fully “onboard” their vendors (most respondents (80 percent) believe this will take between 3 and 9 
months).10  And even when a fund complex fully has “onboarded” its vendor(s), its work still will not be 
complete.  Bucketing is integral to the rule’s architecture.  As the survey makes clear, fund complexes 
will not be in position to complete other critical implementation work (e.g., initial liquidity risk 
assessments for all funds, determining whether a fund qualifies as a “primarily highly liquid fund,” and 
determining an appropriate highly liquid investment minimum for applicable funds) until they have 
established, tested, and obtained a high degree of confidence in their bucketing methodologies.  This 
bucketing-contingent work also will take several months. 

Finally, only when all of the above is complete will fund complexes be in position to present 
substantially complete liquidity risk management programs to their boards for approval.  Proper board 
engagement, education, and oversight are key components of the implementation process.  Many fund 
boards likely will receive presentations about implementation plans over multiple board meetings,11 
with final approval occurring after the program is substantially complete. Consequently, the board 
approval process could add some months to the overall implementation process.  

The consequence is that regardless of whether the SEC and its staff opt to facilitate compliance 
through rule amendments or FAQs, a delay of at least one year would be appropriate. 

II. Evidence in Support of Delay to Enhance the Utility of Classification Information 

We believe the classification information that the SEC will receive will be of limited utility and 
yet generating it will be extremely costly.12  As noted above, our September member survey contains 

                                                             
10 Appendix E contains a detailed discussion of registered funds’ process for selecting, onboarding, and overseeing vendors 
generally. 

11 In April 2017, ICI surveyed its members to better understand their progress in implementing the liquidity rule. Fifty ICI 
member firms responded, representing 78 percent of US registered open-end fund assets as of March 31, 2017. This survey 
indicated that 83 percent of respondents with a view anticipated at least two board meetings that would include specific and 
substantive discussions and/or materials about liquidity programs, with 31 percent anticipating four or more meetings. 
12 Our conceptual concerns with the rule’s bucketing and reporting requirements, as outlined in our prior letters, remain.  
Despite that, we are writing this letter based on the assumption that the SEC’s current view is to retain the rule’s 
classification requirements.  Therefore, our letter focuses on the need for delay and facilitating compliance with the 
classification and reporting requirements. 
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information about anticipated one-time and ongoing costs associated with these requirements.   Most 
respondents (74 percent) anticipate the rule’s bucketing and related reporting requirements will 
account for more than half of overall initial compliance costs, and 35 percent of respondents expect to 
spend more than $1 million initially to comply with the rule’s bucketing and related reporting 
requirements.  Thereafter, most respondents (60 percent) anticipate the rule’s bucketing and related 
reporting requirements will account for more than half of overall ongoing compliance costs, and 56 
percent of respondents expect to spend more than $500,000 annually to comply with the rule’s 
bucketing and related reporting requirements.  In addition, 66 percent of respondents expect to add 
staff to implement and administer their liquidity programs.   

Since submitting the 2017 ICI Letter, we have evaluated sample output from vendors’ current 
offerings.  As part of the September in-person meeting of our Member Working Group, we invited five 
vendors (as chosen by members) to present about the status of their products and solutions.  In advance 
of the meeting, we provided each vendor with three sample portfolios (a municipal bond portfolio, a 
high yield bond portfolio, and a small cap equity portfolio) and asked that they “bucket” them (i.e., 
identify aggregate percentages of portfolio investments in each of the four buckets) as part of their 
presentations.  We asked each vendor to bucket each portfolio using varying portfolio sizes (i.e., $100 
million, $1 billion, and $10 billion) and “reasonably anticipated trading size,” or position size (i.e., 1, 2, 
5, and 10 percent for each holding) assumptions.  Other key assumptions (e.g., price impact) were left 
to vendors’ discretion.13   

 The results of the analysis demonstrated: 
 

 Uniformity of results for small (i.e., $100 million) portfolios:  The vendors’ output for the 
three portfolios at $100 million (using all position size assumptions) showed a high degree 
of uniformity, with all scenarios having greater than 90 percent of portfolio holdings in the 
“highly liquid” bucket.   
 

 Modest dispersion of results for mid-size (i.e., $1 billion) portfolios:  The vendors’ output for 
the three portfolios at $1 billion (using all position size assumptions) still showed a fair 
amount of concentration in the “highly liquid” bucket (most results were still well over 50 
percent in this bucket).   

 
 More pronounced dispersion of vendor results and percentages across buckets for large (i.e., $10 

billion) portfolios:  The vendors’ output for the three portfolios at $10 billion (using all 
position size assumptions) showed much more pronounced dispersion of results across 
buckets (for each vendor) and across vendors.  In one scenario (i.e., the high yield bond 

                                                             
13 Appendix C contains more information about this exercise. 
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portfolio, assuming position size of 5 percent), vendor results for the “highly liquid” bucket 
ranged from 7 percent to 95 percent.    

 
From a policy perspective, this bucketing data preview demonstrates its limited utility, as 

explained below: 
 
 Bucketing information for small and mid-size funds likely will not be very instructive for 

the SEC or the public. Even examining asset classes that some might regard as somewhat 
less liquid on a relative basis (i.e., high yield bonds, municipal bonds, and small cap stocks), 
several current models are showing a high degree of portfolio liquidity.  For these funds in 
particular, compliance costs will far exceed any possible informational benefits to funds, 
shareholders, the public, or the SEC. 

 Bucketing information for larger funds also likely will not be very instructive for the SEC or 
the public, albeit for slightly different reasons. The key drivers of results are overall portfolio 
size, the position size and price impact assumptions, and vendors’ volume- or capacity-
driven proprietary models.  Thus, simply by assumption, it is highly likely that as overall 
portfolio size or fund position size scales up, liquidity will appear to diminish, even if the 
fund were to invest primarily or entirely in investments that market participants view as 
highly liquid.  Moreover, because vendors will employ differing models and default 
assumptions with different sensitivities to certain factors, we can expect to see more 
dispersion across buckets and vendors as sizes increase.  A fund’s liquidity classifications, 
when run through multiple vendors’ models, may differ widely. These kinds of outcomes 
would be highly confusing for the public and might cause the SEC to question larger funds 
regarding variations in their bucketing output, when such variation is largely rule- and 
model-driven. 

By delaying the compliance date, funds and vendors could use that time to learn more about 
how vendor models respond to variations in underlying assumptions (and varying market conditions, 
over a longer testing period).  With this additional information, they also could make further 
refinements to their processes. 

III. Conclusion 

As we have repeatedly stated since its adoption, the rule has a number of sound elements that 
we recommend preserving, and that could proceed without delay.  The SEC and its staff deserve 
considerable credit for the work they have devoted to this issue.  The rule’s bucketing and related 
reporting requirements, however, remain major concerns.  With a delay and prudent revisions or 
guidance that preserve the rule’s objectives while facilitating compliance, the rule can be further 
improved, and better serve the needs of funds, investors, the public, and the SEC.   

■  ■  ■  ■  ■ 
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We stand ready to assist the SEC in any way that we can.  If you have any questions, please 

contact me at ( . 
 
      Sincerely, 
       
       

/s/ Dorothy Donohue 
Acting General Counsel 
 
 

 
cc: The Honorable Jay Clayton  

The Honorable Kara M. Stein 
The Honorable Michael S. Piwowar 
 
John Cook, Senior Advisor to the Chairman  
 
Dalia Blass, Director 
Division of Investment Management 

  
 



Appendix A:  Letter from Paul Schott Stevens, President and CEO, Investment Company 
Institute, to The Honorable Jay Clayton, Chairman, Securities and Exchange Commission, dated 

July 20, 2017 
 
 



 

 

July 20, 2017 
 
 
The Honorable Jay Clayton 
Chairman 
Securities and Exchange Commission  
100 F Street, NE 
Washington, D.C. 20549 
 

Re: ICI’s Recommendations Related to the Liquidity Risk Management and Fund Reporting 

Requirements 

 

Dear Chairman Clayton: 

I am sending this letter to follow up on our June meeting at which we discussed issues of 
importance to the fund industry.  As highlighted at our meeting, I respectfully request that you take 
action very soon to refine and phase in discrete yet impactful elements of two sets of recently adopted 
rules: the liquidity risk management program and the fund reporting rules.   

The Commission adopted both sets of rules in October 2016, and the compliance dates for 
each are approaching.  Based on our work with members in implementing these rules, we have deep 
concerns about the industry’s ability to meet the compliance deadlines. More fundamentally, efforts to 
implement the rules have reinforced our belief that the Commission needs to re-examine the asset 
classification element of the liquidity rule and the required frequency of portfolio holdings reporting.  
We therefore request that the Commission take the actions summarized immediately below. 

• Adjust the compliance schedule for the liquidity rule’s asset classification and related 
requirements as soon as possible, providing the SEC with time to propose and finalize 
targeted rule amendments.  Rule amendments should permit each fund to formulate its 
own policies and procedures to determine how to classify the liquidity of its 
investments. 

• Even if the SEC determines not to pursue the recommended amendments, adjust the 
compliance schedule for the current liquidity rule and related reporting requirements 
by at least one year.  

• Require quarterly (instead of monthly) reporting of portfolio holdings on Form N-
PORT until the SEC can address information security concerns adequately.  

I ,.. I INVESTMENT r . COMPANY 
~ 'I;//~ INSTITUTE® 
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• Even if the SEC determines to retain the monthly reporting requirement for portfolio 
holdings, delay the compliance dates for the Form N-PORT and Form N-CEN filing 
requirements for at least six months.   

Each of these points is described in more detail below. 

I. Recommendations Related to the Liquidity Risk Management Program Rule 

 

The SEC should adjust the compliance schedule for the rule’s asset classification and related 
requirements as soon as possible.  Quick and decisive action—with respect to delaying the rule’s asset 
classification requirements—is critical to avoid a repeat of the industry’s difficult, costly, and confusing 
experience implementing the Department of Labor’s fiduciary rule.  Delay would provide the SEC time 
to propose and finalize targeted amendments, and would permit the industry to pause its work on 

implementing the most costly and challenging part of the rule (i.e., asset classification) and focus on 

implementing the remaining elements.1  The industry stands ready to assist the SEC in quickly 
developing and finalizing such targeted amendments.    

In particular, the SEC should re-examine the rule’s asset classification, or “bucketing,” 
requirement via a request for additional comments that incorporates a delay in implementation 
commensurate with the Commission’s re-examination.  While the final rule improved the proposed 
asset classification methodology, in practice it still will overshadow the rest of the rule in ways the SEC 
likely did not contemplate or intend.  This has proven to be—by far—the most costly and vexing piece 
of the rule to implement.  The SEC’s own economic analysis assumes that the costs of this classification 
requirement constitute approximately 75 percent of a fund’s total cost to comply with the rule 
(industrywide, the SEC estimates the one-time implementation cost of the classification requirement 
alone to be more than $640 million).2  The rule would require funds to consider a number of complex 

                                                             
1 This approach would stand in stark contrast to the tortured history of the DOL fiduciary rule.  Despite the fact that 
DOL still is re-examining the fiduciary rule, the rule already has caused significant and widely reported dislocations and 
disruptions within the retirement services industry, including causing many investors to lose access to advice (due to both 
changes in intermediaries’ service offerings and to intermediaries “orphaning” hundreds of thousands of investor 
accounts).  DOL finalized the rule on April 8, 2016, with an effective date of June 7, 2016 and an applicability, or 
compliance, date of April 10, 2017.  President Trump then issued a memorandum to the Secretary of Labor on February 
3, 2017 directing DOL to prepare an updated analysis of the likely impact of the fiduciary rule on access to retirement 
information and financial advice and, depending on the outcome of that re-examination, to propose rescission or 
modification of the rule.  On March 2, 2017, DOL proposed to delay the compliance date by 60 days, and finalized a 
partial delay of the compliance date on April 7, 2017—a mere 3 days before the scheduled compliance date—which 
allowed part of the rule to become applicable on June 9, 2017 and postponed required compliance with the rest of the 
rule until January 1, 2018.  Consequently, significant portions of the rule became applicable on June 9 even though DOL 
has not yet completed its analysis.  Most recently, on July 6, 2017, DOL issued a request for information on potential 
changes to the rule, including a request for comments on a potential delay in the January 1, 2018 secondary compliance 
date—further evidence that DOL should not have permitted the rule to become applicable before completing its re-
examination and working out any necessary changes. 

2 In April 2017, ICI surveyed its members to better understand their progress in implementing the liquidity rule (the 
“Liquidity Survey”).  Fifty ICI member firms responded, representing 78 percent of US registered open-end fund assets as 
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and interrelated fund-, market-, trading-, and investment-specific factors and make judgment calls.  
Presently, systems that will allow funds to synthesize this disparate information and generate outputs in 
accordance with the rule are far from complete.  Although funds and vendors are working on solutions, 
these solutions will be costly for funds to implement and use on an ongoing basis, and likely will require 
several more months before they are mature enough for meaningful evaluation and testing.  These costs 
simply cannot be justified, because maintaining a uniform asset classification requirement is not 
essential to a strong liquidity risk management program rule.   

Moreover, when these systems are finalized, the liquidity classifications these systems generate 
for a given security either will differ (in which case the classifications will be subject to second-guessing, 
and potentially confuse regulators and the public) or be largely identical (creating the potential for 
crowded trades and herding).  ICI submitted a comment letter on the proposal, which among other 
things discussed how the proposal risked creating more correlated portfolios and trades across funds if 
funds gravitate toward investments perceived (by third parties, regulators, or the public) as “more 
liquid.”  This herding in turn could increase dislocations and volatility in financial markets by 
contributing to cliff events in liquidity (similar to those arising from credit rating agencies downgrading 
certain investments during the financial crisis).3  

These concerns remain even though the final rule and reporting requirements were not as 
draconian as the proposed requirements. We understand the SEC’s desire for uniformity and 
consistency in liquidity classification of portfolio assets and the reporting that will follow from it 
(which the public would see in aggregated form periodically), and the surface appeal of such uniformity.  
But the more a regulator insists upon uniformity and consistency in this area, the greater the likelihood 
of correlation, herding, and cliff events.   

In addition to these potentially adverse market-wide effects, there is substantial risk that the 
SEC and other regulators will overemphasize and be misled by this limited, subjective, and forward-
looking classification information.  In theory, regulators may acknowledge these limitations, but in 
practice, they will be hard-pressed to resist latching on to these conclusory measures in monitoring 
market and fund activity and making policy.  In time the associated caveats and need for cautious 
reliance (at most) will be forgotten.  Our concerns surrounding public reporting are even greater, 
because the public is even more likely to be misled by (or fail to fully understand the inherent 
limitations of) this information.  

Nor are the potential benefits to uniform classification and reporting requirements clear and 
substantial.  The SEC will receive a wealth of objective information from funds through Form N-

                                                                                                                                                                                                    
of March 31, 2017.  The Liquidity Survey indicated that 75 percent of respondents with a view believed that the SEC’s 75 
percent estimate was either “about right” or “too low.” More generally, one member preliminarily estimates that its one-
time costs to comply with the liquidity rule will range from $5 to 10 million, with annual ongoing costs in the low 
millions.  Another member estimates that its one-time costs to comply with the rule will be approximately $7 million. 

3 See Letter from Brian K. Reid, Chief Economist, ICI, to Brent J. Fields, Secretary, SEC, dated January 13, 2016, 

available at www.sec.gov/comments/s7-16-15/s71615-56.pdf.  
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PORT filings, which will require funds to report portfolio holdings and other information (e.g., 

information about fund flows and return information).  With this information, the SEC will be well-

positioned to monitor developments at the macro level (e.g., deterioration of the performance or 

liquidity of a particular asset class such as high yield debt, and its effect on funds) or micro level (e.g., 

whether a particular fund is under liquidity pressure, based on its monthly flows, performance, and/or 
the composition of its portfolio).  This would greatly elevate the SEC’s ability to effectively monitor the 
fund industry and share information with other interested regulators.  Subjective and limited 
classification information would add little to this picture, and as outlined above, could very well detract 
from it. 

Instead, the rule’s real benefits in enhancing liquidity risk management practices and investor 
protection will be derived from its requirements related to assessing, managing, and reviewing (with 
periodic board reporting) liquidity risk.  Liquidity risk is a very broad concept, and it encompasses 
much more than classifying every portfolio asset using a uniform “days to cash” framework.  At most, a 
reasonable approach to asset classification contributes to a fund’s overall understanding of its liquidity 
risk.  And the contributions from a uniform methodology implemented solely for regulatory purposes 
—especially if it is run parallel to the fund’s preferred methodologies—will be more modest still.   

Instead of the rule’s current complex, costly, and uniform approach to asset classification, the 
SEC should require each fund, as part of its liquidity risk management program, to formulate its own 
policies and procedures to determine how to classify the liquidity of its investments.  Asset 
classification, while not an end in itself, is a useful internal discipline that helps funds assess and manage 
liquidity risk, and it has a place in any comprehensive liquidity risk management program.  
Approaching asset classification in this way would respect the diversity of practices that have emerged 
in the industry and their validity; focus funds’ attention on comprehensive liquidity risk assessment, 
management, and review; and greatly reduce the cost and complexity of implementing and 
administering the rule.   

The rule has a number of sound elements that we recommend preserving, and that could 
proceed without delay.  Most notably, the Commission should keep the rule’s definition of “liquidity 
risk” and its broad and practical set of related factors and guidance.  The rule’s framework for assessing, 
managing, and reviewing liquidity risk—which appropriately appears as the rule’s first required 
program element—should be the heart of the rule.  Adoption of liquidity risk-centered programs will 
enhance the formality, discipline, and rigor of the industry’s current liquidity risk management 
practices.  Additionally, the Commission should maintain other elements of the rule, such as its 15 
percent limit on illiquid investments and related reporting requirements to fund boards and the SEC 
when a fund exceeds this limit; general board oversight of the program, including annual reporting to 
the board; establishment of redemption in-kind policies and procedures; and the recordkeeping 
requirements.  Finally, we support retaining the new prospectus disclosure requirements that have 
taken effect and the liquidity-related disclosure items on Form N-CEN.   
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Even if the SEC ultimately determines not to propose rule amendments, it must act quickly to 
delay the compliance dates of the current rule and related requirements for at least one year.  Given the 
complexity of the asset classification function, we anticipate that most fund complexes will engage third 
parties to assist with it, and those third parties will not have mature products to evaluate for several 
more months.  Moreover, firms effectively must complete their liquidity programs prior to obtaining 
requisite board approvals, and we anticipate many fund complexes educating their boards about their 
programs over multiple board meetings and obtaining final approvals by fall 2018.  Consequently, many 
fund complexes will be left with a relatively short period of time to conduct all of the work that is 
necessary to ensure a smooth and successful implementation. 

II. Recommendations Related to New Fund Reporting Requirements 

 

The SEC should require quarterly, instead of monthly, reporting of portfolio holdings until it 
addresses information security concerns.  In addition, the SEC should provide adequate time to 
implement the Form N-PORT and Form N-CEN filing requirements.  For reasons similar to those we 
outline above with respect to the liquidity rule, we urge the SEC to address these issues quickly and 
decisively.  Each of these points is explained in more detail below. 

We are extremely concerned about the SEC’s ability to protect the valuable and sensitive 
portfolio holdings information that funds will be required to report monthly under the SEC’s fund 
reporting rules.  As detailed in our earlier letter, a breach of the Commission’s data security would cause 
irreparable harm to funds.4  The SEC’s collection of immense volumes of fund data will create a vast, 
unique, trove of structured data—data that reflects the intellectual capital and very lifeblood of the 
fund business—and a potential single point of failure that undoubtedly will attract the attention of 
cybercriminals.  A hack of Form N-PORT data could expose the entire universe of funds to predatory 
trading practices, including front-running of fund trades, “free riding” of fund investment research, and 
reverse engineering or “copycatting” of fund investment strategies—all at the expense of fund 
shareholders. 

Under the SEC’s fund reporting rules, the Commission will make public only the holdings 
reported for the third month of each fiscal quarter after a 60-day lag.  However, regardless of the length 
of the time lag between when the data is transmitted to the SEC and posted publicly, reporting of data 
on a monthly basis to the Commission increases the challenge of securing the information and 
heightens the risks of hacking.  Recent reports by the Commission’s own inspector general, as well as 
the Government Accountability Office (GAO) raise serious concerns about the SEC’s current ability to 
maintain the security of monthly portfolio holdings information.5  The GAO Report, for example, 

                                                             
4 See Letter from David W. Blass, General Counsel, ICI, to Brent J. Fields, Secretary, SEC, dated August 11, 2015, available 

at www.sec.gov/comments/s7-08-15/s70815-315.pdf.  

5 See US Securities and Exchange Commission, Office of Inspector General, Audit of the SEC’s Compliance with the 

Federal Information Security Modernization Act for Fiscal Year 2015 ( Jun. 2, 2016), summary available at 

www.sec.gov/oig/reportspubs/Audit-of-the-SECs-Compliance-with-the-Federal-Information-Security-Modernization-

Act-for-Fiscal-Year-2015.pdf (Inspector General Report); United States Government Accountability Office, Information 
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noted that the SEC “did not consistently protect its network from possible intrusions” or “restrict 
physical access to sensitive assets.”6  This Report recommended that the Commission take six steps to 
improve its information security program.  The Inspector General Report found numerous weaknesses 
in the SEC’s information security program, including outdated policies and procedures, and 
recommended that the SEC address these areas of potential risk.   

In addition to thoroughly addressing these weaknesses, we recommend that the SEC 
implement aggressive measures to protect Form N-PORT data, including independent third-party 
testing and verification of its information security programs, prior to requiring firms to commence 
monthly filing of portfolio holdings.  Other entities have delayed reporting of sensitive industry 
information until data security concerns could be adequately addressed.  For example, FINRA’s 
Comprehensive Automated Risk Data System (“CARDS”) proposal, which would have required 
certain firms to periodically submit in an automated, standardized format specific information relating 
to their securities accounts, recently was put on hold so that FINRA could first conduct additional 
analyses and engage third-party experts to analyze potential threats to the security of the information 
being collected.7   We strongly urge the SEC to take responsible steps similar to those that FINRA 
outlined.  

To adequately protect sensitive portfolio holdings data, we recommend that the SEC require 
that funds report this Form N-PORT information to the Commission quarterly, 30 days after the end 
of the reporting period, until the Commission has implemented the recommendations of a third-party 
expert.8  Meanwhile, the SEC could, as currently required, continue to collect other Form N-PORT 
data on a monthly basis.  Staging reporting in this manner would enhance significantly the 
Commission’s ability to oversee the fund industry while ensuring that the Commission is appropriately 
prepared to protect confidential fund information. 

We recognize that the Commission ultimately might determine to require reporting of 
portfolio holdings information on a monthly basis.  Separate and apart from this determination, 
however, we request that the Commission provide at least an additional six months—until December 
2018—for funds to comply with the Form N-PORT and Form N-CEN filing requirements.9  While 

                                                                                                                                                                                                    
Security:  Opportunities Exist for SEC to Improve Its Controls over Financial Systems and Data (Apr. 2016), available at 

www.gao.gov/assets/680/676876.pdf (GAO Report).      

6 GAO Report at 5-6.  

7 See Testimony of Richard G. Ketchum, Chairman and CEO, FINRA, Before the Committee on Financial Services, US 

House of Representatives (May 1, 2015), available at financialservices.house.gov/uploadedfiles/hhrg-114-ba16-wstate-

rketchum-20150501.pdf.  

8 The Commission would make this portfolio holdings information (Part C of Form N-PORT) public 60 days after the 
end of the reporting period. 

9 We similarly ask that the Commission provide at least an additional six months—until December 2019—for funds that 
are part of a group of related investment companies that has net assets of less than $1 billion as of the end of the most 
recent fiscal year to comply with the Form N-PORT filing requirements.   
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ICI members have been working diligently to prepare for the new reporting requirements since the 
rules were adopted, our members face significant challenges in meeting the regulatory deadlines.     

The vast amount of new data required for Forms N-PORT and N-CEN are not easily accessed, 
compiled, and reported.  Funds will have to create new systems to source the data, assemble it in one 
place, and transform it into a form acceptable to the Commission.  Once these significant undertakings 
are accomplished, funds will have to test their systems to ensure that the information is accurate and 
reliable.   

Funds increasingly are concerned that they will not have adequate time under the current 
compliance dates to complete these requirements, as the timing is dependent on multiple third parties.    
We understand that most fund complexes will engage third parties to assist with the extrapolation, 
compilation, and reporting of the immense amounts of required data, and these third parties have not 
yet fully developed products for funds to evaluate—and likely will not have these products fully 
developed—for at least several more months.  Many members have told us that they cannot even begin 
some of the most time-consuming endeavors associated with implementing the rule until these 
products are available.   

Anecdotally, our members have expressed concern that third-party vendors may not have 
products ready even by the end of the third quarter of 2017, despite optimistic forecasts for product 
availability.  In addition, we have heard that there are specific item requirements that funds are having 
trouble preparing for, even with third-party assistance.  For example, many funds currently do not 
compute the portfolio-level risk metrics that the new rules require, and tell us that many third-party 
vendors they have consulted do not anticipate calculating those metrics as part of their product 
offerings.  Even if a fund finds a third party to provide the information, it will need time to fully vet the 
calculations, to ensure that the information can be determined on a monthly basis, and to ensure that 
the information is reported accurately.  

We, therefore, recommend delaying for at least six months the compliance dates for the initial 
Form N-PORT and Form N-CEN filings to provide funds with sufficient time to appropriately 
implement and address the sheer amount of data that must be collected and reported under the new 
fund reporting rules. The six-month delay for the Form N-PORT and N-CEN filing requirements 
should provide funds with sufficient time to:  

• develop new technologies to compile vast amounts of data on a monthly basis;  

• assess the sources for the data elements from several different systems; 

• determine whether to build or enhance their own systems or use third-party vendors to 
assist in the process;  

• if they use third-party vendors, upload their data to vendor platforms;  

• test their systems to ensure that the data is of sufficient quality; and 
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• design processes and controls to ensure the accuracy of the data. 

In connection with this recommendation, we also recommend that the Commission maintain 
as non-public all reports filed on Form N-PORT for the first six months following the compliance 
dates.   This would allow funds sufficient time to work out any issues they have with filing the forms in 
the required XML format and is consistent with the Commission’s approach under the current 
compliance schedule.   

* * * 

We appreciate the opportunity to provide these additional recommendations to you.  If you 

have any questions regarding this letter or would like additional information, please feel free to contact 

me at  or Dorothy Donohue, Acting General Counsel, at .      

 

      Sincerely,  

       /s/ Paul Schott Stevens 

      President and CEO 
Investment Company Institute 

 

     
cc: The Honorable Kara M. Stein 

The Honorable Michael S. Piwowar 
 
David Grim, Director 
Division of Investment Management 
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Key Points
» Sept 19-29 ICI member survey provides update on vendor and 

industry readiness and costs 
»Vendors and industry need more time:

» Vendor offerings not currently mature; gaps in coverage
» Industry needs time to pick and onboard vendors; complete bucketing-

contingent work; and seek board approval
» Results suggest strong case for delay

»Costs of bucketing are high:
» Bucketing constitutes majority of initial and ongoing compliance costs
» Amounts funds pay to pricing vendors provide useful comparison

1ICI Survey Results on Liquidity Rule ImplementationOctober 2, 2017
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Survey Coverage
»66 respondents

» 4,498 funds, representing 48% of the total number of long-term 
mutual funds and ETFs

» Assets of $13.3 trillion, representing 73% of long-term mutual funds 
and ETF total net assets

»Not all respondents answered every question
» The number of respondents is indicated on each slide

2ICI Survey Results on Liquidity Rule ImplementationOctober 2, 2017
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About Half of Sample Is Comprised of Firms with 
Greater Than $100 Billion in Assets

6%

45%
49%

≤$5 billion $5 billion < assets ≤ $100 billion >$100 billion
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Percent of 66 respondents
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Readiness of Vendors and Firms

October 2, 2017 ICI Survey Results on Liquidity Rule Implementation 4
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Roughly Half of Respondents Are Targeting 2018:Q3 
to Substantially Complete Implementing Liquidity Rule 
Requirements and Obtain Board Approval But…

6%

42%

48%

5%6%

31%

54%

9%

2018:Q1 2018:Q2 2018:Q3 2018:Q4

Target date for substantial completion

Target date for formal board approval
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Percent of 65 respondents
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Most Firms Expect to Work With a Vendor 

Yes

No
Undecided

Considering working with vendor

6% 3%

91%

October 2, 2017 ICI Survey Results on Liquidity Rule Implementation 6

Percent of 64 respondents                                                                                  Percent of 58 respondents

Yes

No

Undecided

If yes, do you expect to use more than 
one?

16%

16%

69%

Average, if more than one = 2.4 
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Firms Will Rely Heavily on Vendors for Complying with 
Liquidity Rule 

90%

81%

77%

69%

31%

5%

Bucketing

Obtaining market data

Aggregating data for regulatory filings

Filing regulatory forms

Building necessary systems

Acting as a consultant
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For what functions will you hire vendors; percent of 62 respondents
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Firms Believe Current Vendor Readiness is Relatively 
Low  

October 2, 2017 ICI Survey Results on Liquidity Rule Implementation 8

How ready are vendors on a scale of 1 to 10 with 10 being fully ready; percent of 60 respondents

0%
2%

20%
18%

25%

18%

12%

5%

0% 0%

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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Firms Identify Several Areas Where Additional Vendor 
Work Is Needed

90%

75%

72%

55%

Gaps in asset coverage

Quality of underlying methodologies

Depth, breadth, and quality of data

User interface/delivery of information and services
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In what areas do vendors need to do additional work, percent of 60 respondents
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When Do Firms Expect Vendor Offerings To Be Mature 
Enough to Make An Informed Selection?

12% 12%

36%

22%

10%

5%

2017:Q3 2017:Q4 2018:Q1 2018:Q2 2018:Q3 Later
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Percent of 59 respondents
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Even When Vendors Are Ready, Firms Need Time to 
Pick and Onboard Them

October 2, 2017 ICI Survey Results on Liquidity Rule Implementation 11

Percent of 48 respondents                                                                           Percent of 59 respondents

25%

39%

29%

6%

2 months or less

2 months < time ≤ 4 months

4 months < time ≤ 6 months

Greater than 6 months

How long to pick vendor once they’re ready?

12%

49%

31%

9%

3 months or less

3 months < time ≤ 6 months

6 months < time ≤ 9 months

Greater than 9 months

How long to onboard chosen vendor?
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Fully Onboarding Vendors and Completing Bucketing 
Must Precede Other Implementation Work

77%

85%

88%

52%

Initial liquidity risk assessments

Determining whether fund qualifies as “primarily highly 
liquid”

Setting the HLIM

Creating policies and procedures related to HLIM and the 15%
illiquid investments thresholds

October 2, 2017 ICI Survey Results on Liquidity Rule Implementation 12

Which of the following rule requirements require you to first complete your bucketing methodology?; Percent of respondents1

1 Note: multiple responses allowed
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IMPLEMENTATION AND ONGOING COSTS
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For Most Firms, Bucketing and Related Reporting 
Requirements Expected to Account for More Than Half 
of Initial Compliance Costs

0 to 25%

26% to 50%

51% to 75%

Greater than 75%

19%

16%

10%

55%
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How much of expected initial costs attributable to bucketing and reporting requirements; percent of 61 respondents
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35% of Respondents Expect to Spend More Than 
$1 Million in Initial Costs to Comply With Bucketing and 
Related Reporting Requirements

October 2, 2017 ICI Survey Results on Liquidity Rule Implementation 15

Percent of 61 respondents

1 Note: One respondent indicated that its initial compliance costs would exceed $10 million.

26%

15%

10%

15%

28%

7%

$0 to $250,000 $250,001 to
$500,000

$500,001 to
$750,000

$750,001 to
$1,000,000

$1,000,001 to
$5,000,000

Greater than
$5,000,000

1
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Most Firms Expect Bucketing and Related Reporting 
Requirements to Account for More Than Half of Annual 
Ongoing Compliance Costs

0 to 25%

26% to 50%

51% to 75%

Greater than 75%

16%
21%

18%

44%
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How much of expected initial costs attributable to bucketing and reporting requirements; percent of 62 respondents
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56% of Firms Expect to Spend More Than 
$500,000 Annually to Comply with Bucketing and 
Reporting Requirements

October 2, 2017 ICI Survey Results on Liquidity Rule Implementation 17

Percent of 62 respondents

1 Note: one respondent indicated that it expected to spend $2 to $3 million annually to comply with bucketing and reporting requirements.

15%

29%

40%

16%

$0 to $100,000 $100,001 to $500,000 $500,001 to $1,000,000 Greater than $1,000,000
1
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In Comparison -- Over Half of Respondents Pay Pricing 
Vendors More Than $1 Million Annually

October 2, 2017 ICI Survey Results on Liquidity Rule Implementation 18

Percent of 57 respondents

16% 16%
11%

5%

46%

7%

$0 to $250,000 $250,001 to
$500,000

$500,001 to
$750,000

$750,001 to
$1,000,000

$1,000,001 to $5
million

Greater than $5
million
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Beyond External Costs, Two-Thirds of Respondents Expect to 
Add Staff to Implement and Administer Liquidity Programs

Yes

No

Do you expect to add staff?

34%

66%

October 2, 2017 ICI Survey Results on Liquidity Rule Implementation 19

Percent of 65 respondents                                                                            Percent of 43 respondents

70%

21%

9%

Less than 3 3-5 Over 5

If yes, how many new staff?
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Reasons Supporting Liquidity Rule Delay Based on ICI Survey Results  
 

 Most respondents to ICI’s September 2017 survey do not see vendors being ready 
until at least the first or second quarter of 2018.  Taking the midpoint of these 
two responses, we estimate vendors being ready in April 2018. 
 

 At that point, fund complexes will be able to fully and fairly evaluate them. 
 

 Vendor due diligence is not a quick and easy process, particularly where vendors 
are offering a new product related to a new rule about which neither they nor 
fund complexes have had any experience to date.  Per the survey, the two most 
popular responses indicate that selecting a vendor could take between 2 and 6 
months.  The midpoint would be 4 months, so we estimate that fund complexes 
will have selected a vendor by August 2018. 
 

 The vendor-related work would not end there.  Fund complexes then would need 
to work with vendors to “onboard” them, so that they are ready to dependably 
provide the services that they are hired to provide.   Per the survey, the two most 
popular responses indicate that this could take between 3 and 9 months.  The 
midpoint would be 6 months, meaning that fund complexes would have fully 
onboarded chosen vendors by early February 2019. 
 

 At this point, fund complexes would be in position to complete work on the 
other bucketing-contingent elements of the rule (see slide 12).  Fund complexes 
might have dozens or even hundreds of funds for which they must: complete 
initial liquidity risk assessments; determine whether they qualify as “primarily 
highly liquid;” and if not, set their highly liquid investment minimums.  A 
conservative estimate for this is 3 months, taking fund complexes to early May 
2019.   
 

 By this point, fund complexes would be substantially complete with 
implementation, and could begin presenting their programs to their boards in 
earnest (and making any final adjustments).  Assuming boards will want to cover 
proposed liquidity programs over at least two meetings, this would put the 
approval of the programs in late summer/early fall 2019.  
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 Funds then could begin complying with the rule shortly thereafter. 
 

 None of the above assumes the use of sub-advisers within a fund complex.  That 
will require separate workstreams for each individual sub-adviser (and some ICI 
members have dozens of sub-advisers). This is a daunting additional task for this 
subset of fund complexes (and those advisers that are affiliated with their own 
fund families and also serve as sub-advisers for other fund families).  This 
complicating factor suggests that more time still would be appropriate. 
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ICI’s September 2017 Vendor Bucketing Exercise
»3 portfolios: small cap stocks, municipal bonds, and high yield bonds
» Each portfolio bucketed using varying asset ($100 million, $1 billion, 

$10 billion) and position size assumptions (1, 2, 5, and 10% for each 
holding, i.e. pro rata selling assumption); 12 scenarios each

»Other key assumptions (including price impact) were left to vendors’ 
discretion

»Output for each scenario was aggregated and put into 4 buckets
» See Appendix for portfolios and additional information

Takeaways from Vendors’ Bucketing of ICI Sample Portfolios 1October 2, 2017
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Key Takeaways
» $100 million: 3 portfolios are almost entirely “highly liquid” (≥ 90%)
» $1 billion: 3 portfolios are concentrated in “highly liquid” bucket, with modest 

migration to other 3 buckets
» $10 billion: 

» Pronounced dispersion across all 4 buckets
» Breaches of 15% illiquid limit (with some vendors’ numbers well in excess of 15%)

» Vendors’ results vary widely for certain scenarios (e.g., 95% vs. 7% in “highly 
liquid” bucket for $10 billion/5% HY scenario)

» Disparities between vendors’ and members’ results 
» Key drivers: Portfolio size, position size and price impact assumptions, asset 

class, vendors’ use of models that tie price impacts to daily trading volume

Takeaways from Vendors’ Bucketing of ICI Sample Portfolios 2October 2, 2017
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Appendix

Below, in slightly modified form, are the instructions we gave to 
the vendors that bucketed 3 sample portfolios and presented 
findings at ICI’s September 14, 2017 Working Group meeting. 

October 2, 2017 Takeaways from Vendors’ Bucketing of ICI Sample Portfolios 3
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Attached are the three sample portfolios we would like you to bucket as part of your 
presentation: a municipal bond portfolio, a high yield bond portfolio, and a small cap 
equity portfolio. (These samples do not represent actual portfolios.) In doing so, please 
note the following:
1. The attached spreadsheets contain the holdings and their weightings.
2. You will have to bucket each holding, and put your aggregated “bucketing output” in 

the sample grids below. Each portfolio should have its own set of completed 
grids. Each portfolio will have to be run multiple times (12) to account for different 
portfolio size assumptions ($100 million, $1 billion, and $10 billion; individual holding 
values can be calculated using the spreadsheet weightings) and different position size 
assumptions for each holding (1, 2, 5, and 10%; we’re assuming pro rata selling of 
holdings to arrive at this “reasonably anticipated trading size” assumption). The grids 
provide for aggregated reporting of holdings in the 4 buckets—there’s no need to 
disclose how you bucketed each holding, unless you’d like to do so.

Takeaways from Vendors’ Bucketing of ICI Sample Portfolios 4October 2, 2017
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3. We’re leaving the determination of the price impact assumption (i.e., what 
constitutes a “significant change in market value”) to you. Please specify the 
assumption used as part of your presentation, and also describe any other 
key assumptions you made in conducting your analysis.

4. The grid output below, key assumptions, key methodological choices, key 
takeaways, etc. should be part of your written presentation and covered to 
some extent in your oral presentation.

Takeaways from Vendors’ Bucketing of ICI Sample Portfolios 5October 2, 2017
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Moderately 
Highly Liquid Liquid Less Liquid Illiquid 

1% 2% 5% 10% 1% 2% 5% 10% 1% 2% 5% lD°/o 1% 2% 5% 10% 
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Appendix: Municipal Bond Portfolio (cont.)
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Appendix: High Yield Bond Portfolio
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IRYILAN D G ROUP I NC 1 ARDAG 1!-1 IPA.CKAG l'N G F l NANCE PL 
fl N G 11..ES """1.ARK ET.S fl NC. 1 l\110--0G I NC 
II\IIHGE P ARENT ULC /' MIHGE P ARE 1 GROUP :1.. All.JTOil'v'IOTIIVE INC 
ARAl'vh,a.RK SERVICES I NC 1 ZIJ GGO B O N D Fll N,ANCE BV 

IEO.U I N l >C I NC 1 PBF HOLDI NG CO ILLC 

T-IJVIOB-1 L E U SA I NC 1 B 'LUELINE RENT A L !FI N ANCE CDR 
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LSC COlll.o'IMUN.CATIONS INC 1. ANG L O A"'1ERmCAINI CAPITAL PLC 
VVOL VERINE VVOR LD VV I DE I NC 1 'I.I\IEA T H ERIFO RD I NTL L TD 

SI 1:1.-1 M.O NS FOODS I NC 1 rvlARTI N l'v1 m DSTR EAIIV'I PARTNERS 

FRE E PORT-MCIIAORAN C & G 1 ECLIPSE RE.SOURCES CORP 
1 NABORS IN DU S-,,-RI ES INC 

1 PR ECI SIO INI DRILLING CORP 
1. EU RA""'1AX INTE RNA T l ONAL tN C 

IVIALUNCKRODT INTL F•N 1. SUBURBAN PROPANE PARTNERS 
SP E CTR Ultv'I BRANDS INC 1 SEALED Al R CO R P 
TIME INC 1 I PALCO ENTERPRISES I NC 

.JLl..,/OELT A DUTCH NE'VVCO BV 1 TRIU M PH G ROUP mNC 
BROOKFIELD RESIDENTIAL PROP 1 TRIUl'V1IPH G ROUP INC --------------------------lt-------1 
PR ESTIGE BRANDS INC 1 .JO-ANN STORES H OLDt NG S I NC _______________________ __,,__ ____ _, 
TECK COIV'IINCO UtvUTED 1. SAIFEVVAY STORES INC _______________________ __,,__ ____ _, 
_A_B_E_N_G_O_A __ V_I E_L_D_P_L_C ___________ -----11-------1-1 H I LCOR P E NIE RGY /FI NANCE 
GULF PO R T ENERGY CO R P 1 D IAtvlO ND OFFSHORE DRILLING --------------------------lt-------1 
BO I SE CASCADE LLC 1 BON-T ON STORES INC ----------------------------11--------I 
DCP 1:1.-1 ID STREAl'v'I LLC 1 CNF INC _______________________ __,,__ ____ _, 
SABRE I NC 1 DENBURY RESOURCES INC _______________________ __,,__ ____ _, 
CONSO L ENERGY I NC 1. VIRGIN AUSTRALIA HOLDINGS L 
----------------------------11--------1 
TRANSOCEAN I IN.IC 1 HCA - THE HEALTHCARE CO --------------------------lt-------1 
VALVOUNE !F INCO TVVO LLC 1 EV ENERGY PARTNE R LP 

_P_A_Ft_TY--C-.-TY--H-O_IL_D_I_N_G_S_I_INI_C ________ --+-------1-1 .JON ES ENERGY HOLDINGS LLC 
PI L GRl rvlS PR I DE CO R P 1. ARCE L OR M ITTAL __________________ _ ____ __,,__ ____ _, 
STE RIGIE N ICS-N OR D 10 N TOPCO 1 SUN GA RD AVAi LA BIILJTV SERVmC 
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A T\N0OD 0CEANJ'CS INC 1.998 INDEPENDENCE CONTRACT DR ILU 

SA!REPTA TlHEIRAPEUHCS INC 1.899 AXON AXOVANT SCIEN CES LT D 
GOGO~ NC 1.896 CCOI COGENT COMMUNICATIONS HOLD IN 

T RUECARINC 1.872 EBS E M ERGENT B IOSOLUTIONS INC 

WELGHT WATCHERS ,I NTI!.. INC 1.615 MGEE MGE ENE RcGY I NC 

IES H,O'LDING.S. INC 1.547 KVHI KVH INDUSTRIES INC 

IR0BOT CORP 1.503 ZAGG ZAGG INC 

LORAL SPACE & COMMUNICATIONS 1.50:l. F IBK FIRST INTERSTATE BANCSYS-A 

PENUMBRA INC 1.4-741 GNW GENWORTH FI NANCIAL INC-CL A 

GAIA rNC 1.4741 THC TENET HEALTHCARE CORP 

FTI CONSULTIN G I NC 1.463 TGTX TG T HERAPEUTICS I NC 

SINCLAI R. !BROADCAST GROUP - A 1.459 OB OINEBEACON INSURANCE GROUP-A 

KBR 1NC. 1.455 0 H IL DIAMOND H ILL INVESTMENT G R P 

3 0 SYSTEMS CORP 1.432 H-CI HCI GROUP I NC 

ELLINGTON RESJ DE NTlAIL MORT GA 1.40:l. TDOC TElADOC INC 

U N IIT ED COMtMUN~TY BANKS/GA 1.346 HALO HALO2YME T H ERAPEUTICS INC 

E0UCA TION REALTY TRUST I NC 1.259 RCII RENT-A-CENTER INC 

GP STRATEGIES CORP 1.252 UBNT UBIQU IT I NETWORKS INC 

I NTEGRA LIFESCI ENCES lrlOlt.D l•NG 1.25:l. CMT CORE M OLDING TECHNOLOGIES IN 

GETTY REAL TV C0'R P 1.235 BATRK !LIBERTY MEDI A CORP-BRAVES C 

COEUIR MINJNG ~NC 1.2241 KODK EASTMAN KODAK CO 

A M 1BR'ICAN EAGLE OUTFllTTERS 1..207 FLXS FLEXSTE E L INDS 

DIPI...O.MA T PHARMACY I NC 1.:l..84 MDS0 MEDIDATA SOl!...UTlONS INC 

MONMOUTH IRIE.AI!... ESTATE LN V C0R 1.:l.69 MBCN M IDDLEFIELD BANC CORP 
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0.753 LFGR LEAF GROUP L T O 
RUDOLP H TECHNOL!OGIES INC 0 .744 MOFG M IDWESTONE F INANCI A L GROUP I 

RED R OCK R ESORT S INC- Cll.ASS A 0.738 USP H U.S. PHYS I CAL THERAPY I NC 
!LIND B LA D EXPEDIT IONS HOLDING 0.727 PIR PIER 1 IMPORTS INC 

EVOLENT H EALTH INC- A 0.724 TLYS T l LLY'S INC-CLASS A S H RS 
IKARYOPHAR M T H ERAPEUTICS INC 0.705 SNC STATE NATIONAL COS INC 

ASPEN T E CHNOLOGY I NC 0.696 FONR FONARCORP 

NEWPARK R ESOU R CES I N C 0.693 CPS COOPER-STANDARD HOLDING 

ARGANI INC 0.682 BOLD AU DENTES THE RAPEUTICS I NC 

V ICO R COR P 0.662 IXYS IXYS CORPORATION 

SEN SI ENT TECH NOLOGIES COR P 0.631 AMKR AMKOR TECHNOLOGY INC 

DVNAVAX T EC H NOLOGIES CO R P 0 .626 VSI V ITAMIN SHOPPE I NC 
FEDER A L S IGNA L CORP 0.593 TERP T E RRAFO R M PO'WER I NC - A 
Fl R ST POTOMAC REAL TY T R UST 0.578 PAY VER IFO NE SYSTEMS I NC 

WESCO A IRCRAFT HOLD INGS I NC 0.572 PEGA PEGASYSTEM S I NC 
Fl R ST M I D-1 LU NO IS B NCSHS 0.569 000 DUCOM MUN INC 
'VECTRUS INC 0.559 AF I ARMSTRONG FLOORING INC 

NI UTRACE UTICAL I NTL CORP 0.553 BNFT BIENEFITFOCUS INC 
OKTAINC 0.518 VRNS VA R ON IS SYSTE M S INC 

XO GROUP I NC O.50S ENT G LOBAL EAGLE ENTERTAINMENT I 

G R E EN LIGHT CA P ITAL R E L T D-A 0.503 SND SMART SAND INC 
ENT ERPR ISE F INAN CIA L S ERV I CE 0.496 INAP IN T E RNAP CO R P 

WESTERN ASSET MORTGAGE CAPIT 0.493, CSFL CE NTERSTA TE BANKS INC 

HOUGHTON M IFFLIN HARCOURT CO 0 .487 TIPT T I PTREE INC 
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GREEN PLAINS INC 0.307 CY BERO P TJCS CORP 
PENNS WOODS BANCORP INC 0.306 CLOT CHATHAM LODG ING T R UST 
ARTESIAN RESOURCES CO RP- Cl... A 0 . 298 BREW CRAFT B REW ALLI ANCE INC 
IGNYTAINC 0 .296 SOI SOLARI S 01 L F IELD IN FRAST-A 

CONT ANGO O J L & GAS 0 . 295 CALX CAUX INC 

G ERM!AN AMERICAN BANCORP 0 .292 KRG KITE REAL TY GROUP T R UST 
GOLAR LNG LTD 0.289 C LW CLEARWATER PAPER CORP 

KRONOS WORLDW IDE I NC 0.288 LYTS LSI INDUSTRIES I NC 
CH IMERIX INC 0.28 NOLS NOODLES & CO 
PROVIDENT F INANCIAL SERVICES 0 .2.79 NPO ENP R O INDUSTRI ES INC 

B I OSPE:CI F ICS TECHN OLO:G I ES 0 . 269 WBMD WE.BM D t-l EALT H CORP 
SON US N ETVV ORKS INC 0 _263 NATH NAT H AN ' S FAMOUS INC 

AT H OME GROUP INC 0 . 251 NNA NAVIOS MARITIME A ,CQUIS ITION 
CU BANCOR P 0.2S1 CWT CALIFORNIA WATE.R SERVICE GRP 
NAT IONAL GENERAi... HLDGS 0.241 KAMN KAMAN CORP 
ST RAIGHT PATH COMM- B 0.239 APAM ARTISAN PARTNERS ASSET M IA -A 
OWENS REAL TY M ,ORTGAGE I NC 0 . 238 RECN RESOURCES CONNECT ION I NC 

QTS REAL TY TR UST INC-CL A 0.23S EXA EXA CORP 
DEPOMED INC 0 . 22S GNCA GENOCEA B IOSC1ENCES INC 
MCGRATH RENTCORP 0.224 DK DELEK US HOL DINGS INC 
NORTHWEST P I PE CO 0.219 O IN DINEEQUITY INC 
MERITA,GE HOMES CORP 0 . 217 AOS L ALP H A & OMEGA SEMICONDUCTOR 
SNYDERS-LANCE INC 0 .216 SAFT SAF ETY INSURANCE GROUP INC 
SJW ,GROUP 0.2.1S WNEB WESTERN NEW ENGLAND BANCORP 
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GORMAN-RUPP CO RETA REATA PHA!RMACEUTICALS INC-A 
QUAN EX BU ILDING PRODUCTS 0.115 DNR DEN BU RY RESOURCES INC 
Fl RST BUSINESS FCNAN CIA L SER 0_113 IHC INDEPENDENCE HOLDING CO 

ABRAXAS. PETROLEUM CO R P 0.1.12 TSBK T l M BERLAND BANCORP INC 
TRON OX LTD-CL A 0.1 ATLO AM ES NATIONAL CORP 
KOPP ERS HOLDINGS INC 0 _099 ITIC INVESTORS TITLE CO 
KEMET CORP 0.098 BRKL BROOKLINE BANCORP I NC 
MASONITE I N T ERNATIONAL CORP 0 .097 ESSA ESSA BANCORP INC 
NEVRO CORP 0.095 ccs CENTURY COMMUNITIES INC 
zo E ·s K ITCH EN I NC 0.095 MTNB MATINAS B IOPHARMA HOLDINGS I 
PHARMERICA CORP 0.087 KRNY KEARNY FINANCIAL CORP/MD 
LIQU I DITY SERVIC ES I NC o _os5 CRY CRYOUFE INC 
NELNET INC-Cl.. A 0.083 BBG I BEASLEY BROADCAST GRP INC -A 
Kl NGSTON E COS INC Q_083 RUTH RUTH•s HOSP IT ALJTY GROUP INC 
AM ER IS BANCORP 0.081 PEBO PEOPLES BAN CO RP I NC 
BANCORPSOUTH I NC 0.078 P ETX ARATANA T H ERAPEUT I CS INC 
MYR GROUP INC/DELAWARE 0 _073 CTO CONS T OMOKA LAND CO-FLORIDA 
ADVANSIX INC 0 _072 CNTY CENTURY CASINOS INC 
INOVALON HOLDINGS I NC- A 0 _07 S IFI S I FINANCIAL GROUP INC 
AMT RUST FINANCIAL SERVICES 0_068 NVLN NOVELION T HERAPEUTICS I NC 
TRI N ITY PLACE HOLDI NGS INC 0.068 GLOD GREAT LAKES DREDGE & DOCK CO 
RUSH ENT ERPRISES INC- CL B 0.061 P I CO P ICO HOLDINGS I N C 
GENER8 MARIT IME INC 0 _059 PMT S C P I ,CARD GROUP I NC 

CHEMOCENTRYX I NC O.OS4 INBK F l RST I N T ERN ET BANCORP 



Appendix D: Sample Questions for the SEC’s and Staff’s Consideration in Exploring Vendor 
Readiness 

 
As the Commission and staff evaluate vendor readiness, you may wish to consider exploring the 

following questions with vendors:  
 
 When do you anticipate your product being substantially complete?  What is left to do?  

Once it is substantially complete, how do you see it evolving over the next few years?  
 

 Do you presently have gaps in your asset coverage (i.e., within the universe of instruments 
in which the fund industry invests)?  If so, what are they, and how are you addressing them? 
Do you anticipate having full asset coverage in the future?  If so, when? Assuming you 
anticipate having gaps when the compliance date arrives, what would you recommend that 
a fund client do to address those gaps?  

 
 What do you regard as the most challenging aspects of developing solutions for this rule? 

What has surprised you? 
 
 To what extent will your products be customizable?  Which types of inputs do you 

anticipate needing from funds and their advisers to bucket assets?  How does this make rule 
implementation harder? 

 
 How do you intend to bucket assets for which trading data is limited (e.g., OTC 

instruments)?  
 
 Are there instruments that are posing particular challenges with respect to bucketing?  If so, 

how are you dealing with them?  
 
 Can you describe how fund advisers will interact with your products?  For sub-advised 

funds, will sub-advisers be able to interact with your products, and if so, how?   
 
 What is the nature of your interactions with prospective fund complex customers?  To 

what extent does fund complex due diligence on your firm involve personnel from different 
functional areas of your firm?   

 
 How have you prepared to handle the anticipated large volume of onboarding requests and 

development needs from numerous fund complexes?  How, if at all, has your staffing 
changed to accommodate this? 

 
 Do you have enough capacity systematically and personnel-wise to handle the large amount 

of work within the current compliance timeframe, and on an ongoing basis thereafter?   
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 Once a fund “hires” you, what kind of work will remain (e.g., testing, conceptual 
modifications, systems builds), for both you and the fund complex, prior to the compliance 
date?  

 
 What will be the nature of collaboration thereafter? 
 
 What would be the benefits to your firm to a delay in the rule’s compliance dates?  What 

would be the costs? 
 



Appendix E: Registered Funds’ Use of Service Providers 
 

Registered Funds’ Use of Service Providers 

Registered funds are typically externally managed.  They have no employees in the traditional 
sense, and instead use affiliated and unaffiliated service providers to invest fund assets and carry out 
other business activities, under the oversight of the fund’s board of directors.  Selection and onboarding 
of a new vendor or a new service from an existing vendor requires extensive due diligence and oversight 
considerations by funds.  The following discussion provides an overview of the typical activities fund 
management companies undertake when initiating or expanding a vendor relationship.  

Selection, Onboarding, and Ongoing Oversight of Service Providers 

Both the management company and the board of directors of a registered fund focus 
considerable time and attention on the selection of the fund’s service providers and ongoing oversight 
of service providers as part of the regular day-to-day activities for operating the fund.  They do this not 
only for regulatory compliance reasons but also to safeguard the interests of fund investors, ensure 
proper business functioning, and protect the investment adviser’s reputation.   

Selection of Service Providers 

Selection of a key service provider for the fund (or, frequently, for several or all funds in a “fund 
complex”) is an extensive and resource intensive undertaking generally beginning with a request for 
proposal (RFP) process.  The RFP is used to gather information from service providers offering a 
specific service.  Typically, the RFP gathers information related to: 

 the service provider’s history and reputation, including client references; 

 the experiences of similar funds serviced by the provider, and the provider’s history of 
client retention; 

 the service provider’s financial condition and ability to devote resources to the fund; 

 the experience, quality and tenure of the service provider’s staff; 

 the services to be provided, including systems capabilities; 

 the service provider’s internal controls and compliance policies and procedures; 

 the service provider’s insurance coverage;  

 the service provider’s controls and procedures regarding information security and the 
protection of customer data; 
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 third party assurance reports on the service provider’s controls and the implementation 
of its compliance policies and procedures; and 

 details of the service provider’s business continuity plans and capabilities. 

Personnel tasked with the selection process will undertake a lengthy due diligence process that 
typically includes a review of the service provider’s regulatory and disciplinary history, and includes site 
visits and other meetings to gain a better understanding of the service provider’s capabilities and 
operating environment, testing and contingency planning. 

The extent of the due diligence process typically varies depending on the internal risk 
categorization of the service provided. For high risk functions, or what is commonly referred to as 
category one (for example, a core function such as fund accounting), enhanced due diligence is required.  
We believe that service providers for the liquidity rule would fall under the high-risk category since the 
rule introduces significant multi-disciplinary day-to-day tasks and new regulatory reporting obligations.   

Discussions with a potential service provider will include, among other things, negotiations 
with respect to contractual terms, various service level agreements,1 penalties for failing to meet agreed-
upon service levels, reporting or certification related to business continuity planning and tests, and 
expected servicing metrics and related reporting.  The fund board may review and approve the final 
contract of a key service provider such as the provider chosen to assist the fund in complying with the 
liquidity rule.  

Once the vendor is chosen, activities shift toward implementation of the services and building 
the governance structure— a lengthy process that involves implementation of vendor management 
procedures. These procedures allow for close monitoring of critical service provider functions ensuring 
sound business continuity and data security practices for both the new service and any related data 
exchange processes. Fund companies also must prepare to mitigate any disruptions or impacts to the 
service or the vendor’s performance.  

Governance also requires operationalizing contract provisions such as establishing key 
performance indicators and other performance metrics, determining the need for vendor updates to the 
management company and the board, and creating contingency plans, which includes establishing 
notification and escalation protocols in the case of a service disruption. 

Since many of the requirements mandated by the liquidity rule are new, fund companies will 
need to develop and build out an entirely new process to connect the vendor feeds to their own systems 
to consume inputs and interpret data into the desired outputs.  The integration process is highly 
technical, time consuming, and will vary in complexity from one fund company to the next depending 
                                                             
1 A service level agreement is an agreement between parties that describes services to be provided including specified 
performance metrics (e.g., processing quality, processing turnaround times, and system availability) and penalties for failure 
to meet those metrics. 
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on the internal systems and structure they use.  Such integration will require cross-functional working 
groups to perform analyses and develop specifications to ensure that all touch points are considered, 
and appropriate systems are constructed, tested and fully integrated. 

As discussed above, fund companies may be using multiple vendors to cover asset classes (or for 
other reasons), or creating internal capabilities for certain asset classes while using a vendor for the 
remainder. This combined approach adds additional complexity and time to the technical development 
and integration process, as additional testing routines are required to ensure accurate and timely 
integration between vendor and proprietary systems.  

Depending on the complexity of the relationship with the vendor and the criticality of the 
service, the onboarding process can take from several months to more than a year to complete.  Since 
much of the process depends on a clear and thorough understanding of what the service is and how it 
will be provided, completion of all the onboarding activity cannot occur until the service is ready for 
use.  Contracts must be finalized.  Systems and data feeds must be developed.  Testing scenarios will 
need to be drafted and tailored to the investment strategy of each fund.  Sub-advisers (if applicable) will 
need to be incorporated into testing routines.  Staff will need training in using and troubleshooting the 
new system.  Existing policies and procedures need to be reviewed and edited.  New policies and 
procedures need to be drafted, reviewed and approved specific to the new service.  Connections for data 
feeds between the vendor and the fund need to be established, tested and put into production.    

Timely implementation may be impacted by the relatively few number of vendors offering 
liquidity management services.  Since most of the fund industry must meet the current December 1, 
2018 compliance date, there will be significant pressure on the vendors to onboard the funds as new 
clients onto their systems.  With the large number of funds likely to use vendors in significant ways, 
vendors’ onboarding resources will be stressed.  This could lead to incomplete or inaccurate installation 
of services, causing additional delays to operationalize the new systems.  Providing the requested delay 
will allow for a smoother onboarding of the new services for both funds and vendors. 

Ongoing Oversight of Service Providers 

Registered funds have comprehensive programs for oversight of their critical service providers.  
The contracts between a fund and its service providers include terms relating to such oversight, as well 
as escalation protocols and procedures.2  Similar to the methods used for initial due diligence, oversight 
tools for existing service providers may include, but are not limited to: 

 enforcement of service level agreements and corresponding reporting; 

                                                             
2 Escalation protocols and procedures outline the process including timing for escalating an issue, concern, or failure to fund 
senior management and CCO as appropriate.  
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 third party assurance reports (e.g., a SOC 1 Report, Service Organization Controls 
Report);3 

 periodic site visits; 

 regularly scheduled meetings to discuss issues, concerns, long-term strategies and 
ongoing projects;  

 evaluations of daily interactions and processes, including whether the service provider 
has provided adequate cooperation and support regarding the resolution of any errors; 

 reports regarding the departure of any key personnel at the service provider and 
whether such departure(s) has had, or is expected to have, an effect on the quality of 
services rendered to the fund;  

 ongoing monitoring of regulators’ websites and news media that may raise “red flags” 
about the service provider’s ability to meet its contractual obligations;  

 required reporting of specific metrics;  

 periodic certifications or questionnaires; 

 required reporting of business continuity tests and readiness; and 

 regular reporting to the adviser’s senior management and the fund board. 

Although ongoing oversight occurs after a new service is in production, planning and 
preparation for oversight of the service provider must be completed before the service is in use.  Because 
the liquidity rule is new, funds will need to complete an extensive assessment of their new services and 
how they will be incorporated into existing oversight programs (and possibly how those programs may 
need to be augmented to meet the oversight needs of the new liquidity service providers).  This 
assessment and oversight program development may run concurrently with other due diligence efforts 
but as with all the other activities, the oversight program cannot be finalized until the service offering is 
complete and available for thorough review by the fund. 

                                                             
3 SOC 1 reports are prepared by an independent public accountant in accordance with the AICPA’s Auditing Standards 
Board’s Statement on Standards for Attestation Engagements No. 18, Attestation Standards: Clarification and 
Recodification.  Such reports are designed to meet the needs of the management of user entities and the user entities’ 
auditors, as they evaluate the effect of the controls at the service provider on the user entities’ financial statement assertions. 
 




